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INTRODUCTION

The title of this essay, “The Architecture of the Intelligible Universe in the Philosophy of Plotinus”, requires some explanation. By the Intelligible Universe I mean the whole cosmic order of the three hypostases, the One, Noēs, and Soul, as perceptible to the intellect. This I have tried to examine from the point of view of its structure. That is, I have tried to determine how the various levels in the hierarchy of reality according to Plotinus fit in with each other and with the whole, what is their nature and function in relation to the universal order. In doing this I have found it necessary to investigate the historical origins of many of Plotinus’s concepts, to try to discover the traditional reasons which led him to give such a very distinctive outline and articulation to his picture of reality. There is, I think, no general presupposition or preconceived idea about the philosophy of Plotinus underlying this study except (a) that it is not, for historical reasons, a fully consistent philosophy; and (b) that Plotinus is not an anti-rationalist, but that he believes in the existence of an objective reality which is orderly and so accessible to the human intellect. These beliefs I have tried to justify in my detailed examination.

My obligations both to persons and books are many. I have received much most valued help and encouragement from Professors F. M. Cornford and E. R. Dodds. In those passages in which I deal with Albinus and Numenius I am greatly indebted to Dr Ph. E. Merlan of Vienna, and in those dealing with the Stoics to Professor B. Farrington of Swansea. I give a short list of books which I have found relevant and helpful.
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I. GENERAL HISTORIES OF PHILOSOPHY

Bréhier, E. Histoire de la Philosophie, 1.
Caird, E. Evolution of Theology in the Greek Philosophers.
Ritter-Preller. Historia Philosophiae Graecae.
Zeller, E. Die Philosophie der Griechen.

II. PLATO

Cornford, F. M. Plato’s Theory of Knowledge.
—— Plato’s Cosmology.
Grube, G. M. A. Plato’s Thought.
Hardie, W. F. R. A Study in Plato.
Robin, L. La Théorie Platonicienne des Idées et des Nombres.
Taylor, A. E. A Commentary on Plato’s “Timaeus”.
—— The “Parmenides” of Plato (Oxford Translation).

III. ARISTOTLE

Hicks, R. D. Aristotle, De Anima.
Ross, W. D. Aristotle.
—— Aristotle, Metaphysics (Introduction and Commentary).
—— Aristotle, Physics (Introduction and Commentary).

IV. THE EARLIER STOICS

Bevan, E. Stoics and Sceptics.
Bréhier, E. Chryipphe.
Hicks, R. D. Stoic and Epicurean.

V. THE LATER STOICS. POSIDONIUS

Jaeger, W. Nemesios von Emesa.
Reinhardt, K. Kosmos und Sympathie.
—— Poseidonios.
Theiler, W. Vorbereitung des Neu-Platonismus.
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VI. THE MIDDLE PLATONISTS, NEO-PYT HAGOREANS, AND HERMETICA

Theedinga, Fr. De Numenio Philosopho Platonico.
Witt, R. E. Albinus and the History of Middle Platonism.

VII. THE LOGOS DOCTRINE

Aall, A. Geschichte der Logos-Idee.
Heinze, R. Die Lehre vom Logos.

VIII. PHILO

Bréhier, E. Les Idées Philosophiques et Religieuses de Philon.

IX. THE NEO-PLATONISTS

Dodds, E. R. Proclus, The Elements of Theology (Text, Translation, and Commentary).
Whittaker, T. The Neo-Platonists.

X. PLOTINUS

(a) Translation
Mackenna, S. Plotinus, The Enneads.

(b) Translation with Notes and Appendices
Bouillet, M. N. Les Ennéades de Plotin.

(c) Works on the philosophy of Plotinus
Arnou, R. Le Désir de Dieu dans la Philosophie de Plotin.
Bréhier, E. La Philosophie de Plotin.
—— Introductions to the several treatises in the Budé edition of Plotinus.
Dodds, E. R. “The Parmenides of Plato and the Origin of the Neo-
Platonic One”, C.Q. vol. xxii, 1928, p. 129.
Fuller, B. A. G. The Problem of Evil in Plotinus.
Heinemann, F. Plotin.
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Henry, P. *Plotin et l’Occident.*
— “Augustine and Plotinus”, *Journal of Theological Studies*, vol.
xxxviii, Jan. 1937, No. 149.
Inge, W. R. *The Philosophy of Plotinus.*
Nebel, G. *Plotins Kategorien der Intelligenben Welt.*

I have tried to confine this list of books in the main to those which
have a direct bearing on this essay. I have not included texts. For
the *Enneads* I have used the Budé text except for the last four
treatises of the Sixth Ennead, for which I have used Volkmann’s
Teubner edition.

A. H. A.